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Object-oriented Modelling
of a Controlled Chemical Process

Bernt Nilsson
Department of Automatic Control, Lund Institute of Technology

Box 11B, S-221 00 Lund, Sweden
Phone +46 46 108796, Usenet: Bernt@Control.LTH.Se

Abstrø,ct. In this paper we discuss the benefits using an object-oriented approach
to modelling. Models and modelling are gaining more and more interest in process
industry due to the development of knowledge-based systems. The basic elements in
object-oriented modelling methodology are modularization, model encapsulation,
hierarchical submodel decomposition, model parameterization and inheritance.
Models have an internal structure of nrodel cornponents, like terminals, parameters
and behaviour descriptions. The model behavior can be described with equat,ions
or aa a structure of submodels. Models and model components are represented as

objects in single inheritance object class hierarchies. Chemical processes and control
systems can be described with the same basic concepts. Tasks that are facilitated
in object-oriented modelling are model reuse, model development, model refinement
a,n<l model mainter¡ance. They are all of major importance for multi purpose process
modelling.

Keywords: Computer simulation; computer-aided design; modeling; process con-
l,rol; process models; software tools.

L. Introduction

Models and modelling are gaining more and
more interest in industry due to the development
of knowledge-based syotems. Models have been
used in engineerirrg for a long time. The develop-
ment in computer technology makes it possible to
use advanced models in industrial applications.
Models äre now also being used in simulation for
education and training, decision support and for
process operation supervision. This means that
models are used in a wide range of applications,
from process design No process operation. Models
have therefore a long life time and are used by
rna,ny differeut users for many different applica-
tions.

At the department of Automatic Control the
project "Computer Aided Control Engineering"
(CACE) has been working with new program-
rning tools. In this project a new environment
for system engineering (SEE) is under develop-
ment. The basic design of the SEE prototype is

composed of a model database, model/user in-
terface and tools that operate on models. One
tool is model development tool, another is a sim-
ulator tool. This architecture allows an object-
oriented approach to model development and an
equation-oriented approach to the problem solv-
ing. A short presentation of the SEE project is

done in Nilsson et al (1989).

In this paper we are going to discuss the
benefits using an object-oriented approach to
moclelling. Desired properties in modelliug are
possibilities to develop and reuse models in ¿

rnodula¡ized way. It should be possible to adapt
and refine models to capture new conditions,
Model ma,intenance becomes inrportant whel
models are used for a long time.

Model structuring concepts are the key
to create a modelling environment with de-
sired properties. The models have a given inter-
nal structure of model components. An object-
oriented approach to modelling represents both
models and model components as objects. Modu-
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larization, decornposition, parameterization and equations:

inheritance are the basic elements in an object- dV
oriented modelling nrethodology. pS -- P9ín - PÇout

The tools can translate the model represen-
tation into a set of equations which can be used
by different algorithms.

This paper is organized as follows: An exam-
ple of a process model is discussed in the next sec-
tïon. Object-oriented modelling and lnodel struc-
turing concepts are introduced in Sectio¡t 3. The
control system description is done in Section 4
and in Section 5 the experiences of using this
kind of object-oriented modelling methodology
is discussed.

2. The Tank Reactor Example

The main ideas in this work are illustrated on a
minor chemical process part, namely a exother-
mic continuous stirred tank reactor. The reactor
is assunred to be homogeneous in concentration
and temperature. A chemical reaction is assumed
to occur, A - B, and it produces heat. The re-
actor vessel can now be modelled with a dynamic
mass balance, dynamic component mass balances
and an energy balance.

Figure 1. The continuous stirred tank reac-
tor.

The feecl to the reactor is controlled by a
valve. fhe outflow of the reactor is set by the
surrounding system.

Heat is rernoved by a. cooling jacket. The
cooling jacket can be assumed to be homoge-
neous aud modelled by a dynamic energy bal-
ance. The cooling medium flow is also controlled
by a valve.

The mathematical model of the reactor sys-
tem then becomes a set of nonlinear differential

d(Vc\
T:(lincin-qurr¡clVr

pcr# = pcpqinT,in - pcpqoutT * e

,,"r,W = p¡cp¡e¡Ti,* - piCp¡liT¡ + Q

rt= -rz = - lcoe-fuct ; Q = nA(]: -T¡)
The concentration, c, and reaction velocity, r,
are colurnn vectors with the length of two, to
describe the components A ¿nd B.

The flow through the valves can be modelled
as nonlinear functions of the control signals.

q:ofiÑPuz i u)0
This way of describing the problem is equation-
oriented. Model representations, like this, do not
have any structure. The model can not be reused
in a new application. It is not easy to change the
model and it is hard to read and understand the
model for a unexperienced user.

3. Object-orientedModelling

In object-oriented modelling models are repre-
sented as objects, Object-oriented modelling is

based on the methodology from object-oriented
programming. A good introduction to object-
oriented methodology is given in Stefik and Bo-
brow (1984).

Model objects are represented as classes

with attributs. The attributes can be other
model objects. An object is a subclass of its
super-class, which means that the subclass in-
herits properties from its super-class.

This model representation is implemented in
the SEE prototype (Andersson, 1989a). A spec-
ification language for the model representa.tion
is called Omola, Object-oriented Modelling Lan-
guage (Andersson, 1989b).

In this section we a,re first discussing some
ntodel structuring concepts anrl then the ilrile¡i-
tance concept. Model decomposition, parameter-
ization and inheritance are the basic elements in
this modelling methodology.

fnternal Model Structure

A model object have an internal structure of
model component objects. The internal structure
of a model is composed of three major component
types, namely behaviour descriptions, terminals
and parameters.
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ç Behaviour descrþúion or realization is a
description of the model behaviour. The
behaviour can be primitive, expressing the
behavior symbolically with equations, or
it can be composite and described with a
structure of submodels. Models can have
multiple realizations.

o Te¡nrinal is a moclel component which can
l¡e used to describe interaction with other
components . rigure 3. .a bloclt diagram showing the com_

^ l-t _____ --, ,- r rr r rr posite model of l,he tank reactor system.ç Parameúe¡ is a model component tha,t allow
the user to interact with the model, in order -L:-_r ___ :_
ro adapr irs behaviour ro new uppri.otíåir. :i:::l;j":"t:.ttuu" 

3, have the phvsical inter-
pretation of a pipe. In a mathematical model this

Model structuring concepts are disussed in more connectio¡ means a set of relations between vari_
detail by Mattsson.(1988). Model structures are ables. The variables in this example is flow (q),
also discussed in Á.ström and Kre.utzer (1986) temperature (") and concentration, (c).4";;-
and in Á.ström aud Mattsson (1987). ample of a structured terminal, Liquidln, can

An object-oriented model representation of be seen in Figure 2. Terminals describing i¡ter_
the reactor tank can be seen in Figure 2. It is actions like this are common i¡ process mod_
composed of parameters, primitive behaviour de- els. Terminals are defined as objects. This means
scription and terminals. There are five param- that an process pipe terminal class can be a
eters and five terminals. The behaviour is de- super-class of every process pipe terminal object
scribed as dynamic mass and energy balances, in the process model. Terminal descriptions are
which a.re the sa,lne ¡,s the first three clifferential --.therefsie- eaey--a*rd.natural to reuse..This kind
equations in Section 2. of submodel interaction is well documented by

Mattsson (19B9).
The irnportant result is the capability to

encapsulate models. The terminal concept is
the only way to describe interaction between
submodel. This is a restriction but it guarantees
the possibility to reuse models.

Figure 2. The internal structure of the reac-
tor tank model.

Submodel Interaction

The struct,ure of the reactor system is shown in
Figure 3. The reactor system is described as a
composite model object. The different parts are
rnodulariøed into submodel objects. The connec-
tions between submodels represents submodel in-
ùera,ctions. The interaction between two submod-
els is described by the terminal descriptions. If a
connection is rlrawn between two terminals then
the system make a consistency check. The two
terminals must have the sane structure.

In this example the terminals are chosen
so that the connections have natural interpre-
tations. The connection between the tank reac-
tor model, TankReactor, and the Va1vel model

Hierarchical Submodel Decornpositio¡¡

The tank reactor model can be decomposed
into three submodels, namely one reactor vessel

model (ReactorTank), one cooling jacket model
(Jacket) and one heat transfer model (ttt-
model). The reactor vessel model is a primitive
model and is seen in Figrrre 2. This means that
the tank reactor model is a composite model,
with three submodels, and we get a hierarchy of
models. This is a hierarchical submodel descrip-
tion. This is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The hierarchical submodel decom-
position in the tank reactor example.

This decomposition makes it possible to
reuse submodels that is not directly interpretated
as physical components. A heat transfer model
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object is an example of this. It is now possible to
change the heat transfer model without chang-
ing surrounding submodels or the super-model
structure.

Parameterization

Parameterization of models and model compo-
nents are important in our attempt to reuse ob-
jects.

A first parameteriøation is seen in Figure 2.
Time invariant variables, like area and density,
are deffned as parameters.

The next step is structure parameterization.
In the reactor tank model this means that the di-
rnension of vectors, like concentration, are being
set, by parameters, which means that the reac-
tor tank can be used in a new application with
another number of chemical components.

A third method is to decompose the reac-
tor tank model in one tank machine model and
one chemical medium model. The machine model
contains the main behaviour description (balance
equations) and rnachine parameters (area). The
tnedium model contains the medium behaviour,
like reaction velocity description, and medium
parameters, like reaction heat and density. This
nrethod is called ntachine a¡td medium decompo-
siúion. T'he two subrnodels conrnrunicate through
terminals. This way of decompose models can
be seen as an advanced way of parameterization.
This is an important method in chemical process
applications.

Inheritance

Models are represented as objects, which are
subclasses of predefined super-classes. A sub-
class inherits properties from its super-class.
The model representation has single inheritance,
which means that a subclass only has one super-
class. The properties that are inherited are the
object attributes, which are definitions of com-
ponents. Model object inherits model component
definitions.

A system defined super-class Mod.el is the
root of the model class hierarchy tree. A special-
ization of Model means that attributes clefining
model components are added to the subclass.

An example of how to use t,he inherit,ance
concept is shown in Figure 5. The class Valve
is a subclass of the system defined super-class
Mode1. It is specialized by getting two attributes
that define two model components. These model
components are two terminals describing the
inflow and the outflow ofthe valve object. Valve
is a super-class to Contro1Valve, which have
two additional attributes describing the control

,SA

tsA A

Figure 5. Â part of model class hierarchy
tree describing the relation between some valve
models.

signal terminal and a parameter. The two valves
used in the reactor system are specializations of
ControlValve. They contain specializations of
the parameter attribute Area.

Inheritance makes it possible to reuse previ-
ously defined models and model components and
change them in desired ways. This means that we
have two different hierarchies in object-oriented
modelling. The firsi is the hierarchical submodel
description and the second is the model class hi-
erarchy. In object-oriented terminology they are
called "PARI OF" hierarchy and "IS A' hierar-
chy.

4. The Controlled Tank Reactor

We have seen how one can use an object-oriented
approach to the modelling of the tank reactor
process. Modularization, decomposition, param-
eterization and inheritance are the key words for
this methodology.

The control system for the tank reactor
process can be described in a similar way. The
reactor has one control signal terminal that
is connected to the two valves. It has also
a measurement terminal describing the three
sensors, level, temperature and outflow.

A super-model of the control system is con-
nected to the reactor system througtr the control
signal terminal and the sensor measurernent ter-
minal. This is seen in Figure 6. The control sys-
tem is a composite rnodel with submodels tha,t,

represents the different controllers. In this exam-
ple the terminals are chosen to fit the control
system design and therefore are the control sig-
nals and measurement signals clustered into two
structured terminals.

The first control system design is based on
two PlD-controllers, which is eeen in Figure 6.

A
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ControlSystom

FF

ReactorSyetcm

Figure 6. The tank reactor ays-
tem.

One controller (ffOf) uses the inflow valve to
control the rea.ctor level. The outflow measllre-
ment is used for feed forward control of the level.
The other PID (PID2) controls the reactor tem-
perature through t,he cooling medium valve.

Figure 7 illustrate the controller class hicr-
archy. The PID controllers, PIDl and pID2, are
subclasses of a super-class describing the gen-
eral PID controller, which is a subclass of a pole
placement (PP) controller super-class. The gen-
eral pole placement controller can be special-
izecl to a PID through assignment of the poly-
nomial degree parameters and polynomial struc-
ture description. The pole placement controller
is a, subclass of SIS0, a controller cla¡s describ-
ing the structure of single input, single output
controllers.

A

/s A

lsA

figure 7. The model class hiererchy of con-
trollers.

A new control design with another type of
SISO controller can be introduced in the control
configuration without any major changes. The
attríbute, where the PID controller definitions
are done, can be overwritten by the name of the
new controllers. In this case we can use state-
space (Ss) controller or pole placement controller

because they are subclasses of sIS0 that describe
the submodel interaction.

The structure of the control system can be

changed by rewriting the behaviour description
in the control systern model object. This rnakes
it possible to introduce a MIMO control design
without any change of the BeactorPart model
and the TankBeactor model.

The resulting composite model, Reactor-
Part, can now be reused in a chernical process
plant model. One example is the Processt shown
in Figure 8.

Figure 8. .4" chemical plant rnodel that reuse
the reactor proceas part model.

We have seen that it is possible to reuse con-
trollers and control systems if we use modelling
methodology in a proper way.

5. Discussions

Reuse, development, refinement and mainte-
nance of models are facilitated through modu-
larization, decomposition, parameterization and
inheritance.

Model Reuse

How models and model components can be
reused have been shown a number of tirnes
above. The strong modularization concept with
encapsulated submodels with termìnals makes
ii possible to reuse submodels. Submodels can
be stored in model libraries. Decornposition of
models into submodels ma,kes it possible to reuse
the structure and change the submodels in the
structure. Advancecl parameterization of models
can increase the reusability of model. Inheritance
means that the model object description can be
distributed in a tree of super-classes and are
therefore reused.

Model Development

Model development is facilitated in two ways.
One is the possibility to reuse subrnodels from
model libraries. Predefined submodels can be
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reused in new composite rnodels describing new
applications. This is possible due to the strong
modulariza,tion. One example is to use commo¡r
process equipments, like pumps, valves etc., to
create a complex process.

Another way to develop models is to use the
inheritance and specialize predefined objects to
describe new applications. This way to develop
models is of major importance and has a great
potentiar,l. This is shown both in the tank reactor
example and in the control system example.

Model Reffnement

A model class can have multiple realizations.
This not discussed in the paper. This means that
a model can have more then one behaviour de-
scriptions. This can be used to refine the be-
haviour of models. A model can first get a sim¡;le
behaviour description. It can then easily be re-
fined by getting an additional behaviour descrip-
tion. The behaviour descriptions can be static,
dynamic, simple, complex, Iinear or nonlinear.
The user can choose a desired realization depend-
ing on the applicaùion.

Model Maintenanee

Long terrn use of process models requires pos-
sibilities to reuse and refine models. The model
rertse and model refinement have already been
discussed above. To use models for different pur-
poses requires new tools that can operate on the
model. Examples are tools for steady-state cal-
culation, optimization, lïnearization and control
design. The SEE architecture allows introduction
of new tools like these. The model representa-
tion with multiple realizations make it possible
to use models i¡r different tools and for different
purposes.

Model Presentations and Libraries

All the desired properties are results of well
designed modularization decomposition and pa-
rameterization of models. The result is large
distributed model libraries. A classical problem
then arise. How should the model library be or-
garized and how should the user be a,ble to fincl
what he needs? I think this is one of the key is-
sues in object-oriented modelling.

6. Conclusions

Object-oriented rnodelling fa,cilitateo reuse, de-
velopment, refinement and maintenance of mod-
els. These properties are important for applica-
tions of models in process industry. The main ar-
gurnent is to decrease the investment in process

model tlevelopment and process model mainte-
nance. The key elements to create these proper-
ties are modularization, decomposition, parame-
terization and inheritance.
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